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COURTSHIP AND AGGRESSION IN CANVASBACKS:
INFLUENCE OF SEX AND PAIR-BONDING’
JAMES R. LOWORN~
Department of Zoology, Universityof Wisconsin,Madison, WI 53706
Abstract. Time-activitybudgets,courtship,and aggression
of pairedand unpairedCanvasbacks(Aythya valisineria) were studiedon the upperMississippiRiver and on Long
PointBay,LakeErie,duringspringmigration.OfCanvasbacks
present,25-28% werefemale
of which 17-27% werepaired.PairedCanvasbacks
spentmore time in foragingaggression
and initiated and won more encountersthan did unpairedindividuals. Paired females
engagedin more courtship-related
threats,chases,and neck-stretches
than did unpaired
females.Paired femalesexceededpaired males in foragingaggression
and in courtship
behaviorssuchas neck-stretchesand chases,with the trend in all chasesreversingjust before
or upon arrival at nestingsites.Thus in the early stagesof pairing, femalesrather than males
appearedto assumethe primary role in foragingaggressionand repelling courtshipadvances
of other males.
Key words: Canvasback;Aythya valisineria; courtship;aggression;
pair-bonding.

among individuals. Time of pairing, “choosiness” in mate selection, and pair-bond maintenance effort are all expected to reflect not only
are often behaviorally dominant to unpaired individuals (Raveling 1970, Ashcroft 1976, Scott the relative reproductive effort of the sexes,but
1980, Patterson 1982, Paulus 1983, Hepp and also the availability of potential mates to a given
Hair 1984, Teunissen et al. 1985, Lamprecht sex or individual (review in Thomhill 1986).
1986, Hepp 1989). In northern ducks on the Factorsaffectingthe choicesavailable include the
breeding grounds (Dwyer 1974, Ashcroft 1976, operational sex ratio of the population (Emlen
Afton 1979, Stewart and Titman 1980, Wishart and Oring 1977) and the relative “quality” of
1983, Anderson 1985a) and in dabbling ducks different individuals as mates (Searcy 1982). Such
(Anatini), geese,and swans on wintering areas qualities are expected to have greater influence
(Scott 1980, Hepp and Hair 1984, Teunissen et on differential mating successin the sex that is
al. 1985) females especially appear to benefit numerically dominant (Emlen and Oring 1977)
from pair-bonds owing to mate defenseby males. or that has lower but still appreciable reproducWhether defenseby the male constitutesindirect tive effort (Burley 1977).
In Canvasbacks,Aythya valisineria, males outreproductive investment in the female’s body
condition, or simply protection of his paternity number females about three to one (Bellrose
or pair-bond integrity (see Anderson 1985a), an 1980) and females alone incubate and care for
important result is presumed to be enhancement broods. However, during the nesting period,
of the female’s foraging efficiency (Dwyer 1974, males apparently provide indirect reproductive
investment by defending their mates from harAshcroft 1976, Afton 1979, Stewart and Titman
1980, Wittenberger and Tilson 1980, Afton and assmentby other males or pairs, by watching for
predators, and by chasing away parasitic RedSayler 1982, Hepp and Hair 1984, McKinney
heads, A. americana (Anderson 1984, 1985a,
1986; see also LeFebvre and Henderson 1980).
Costs and benefits of pair-bonding, however, 1985b).
Established theory (Emlen and Oring 1977,
may differ both between males and females (Afton and Sayler 1982, Hepp and Hair 1983) and Wittenberger and Tilson 1980, Thomhill 1986)
predictsthat male Canvasbacks,becauseof their
much greaterabundance and lesserreproductive
investment, should compete among themselves
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for females and defend their mates from other
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to defend them from unwanted intruders. However, thesesame circumstancesare also expected
to increase the importance of male-quality variations in mate choice by females (Burley 1977,
Petrie 1983a), possibly altering anticipated patterns in pair-bond behavior by the sexes.Malequality variations should also have greatereffects
on options for mate desertion by either sex early
in the pairing process,when there are more unpaired females available (more pairing opportunities for high-quality males) and little behavioral synchronization between mates has
occurred.
I studied time-activity budgets, display frequencies, and aggressiverelations of paired and
unpaired Canvasbacks during spring migration
(seealso Lovvorn 1989). In this paper, I examine
(1) the influence of pair-bond formation on
aggressionand dominance, and (2) the relative
roles of paired males and females in aggression
toward other Canvasbacks.
MATING

SYSTEM

Canvasbacks form new pair-bonds each spring,
primarily during migration. Females respond to
courtship displays of males by threatening or
chasing them, and by various signals that encouragemale courtship. The female exhibits initial choice by performing inciting displays and
mutual neck-stretcheswith the chosenmale while
threatening or chasing other males (display descriptions in Palmer 1976, p. 150). Stability of
these initial pair-bonds has not been studied in
wild, marked individuals; but females in seemingly well-established pairs are courted frequently by unpaired as well as paired males. Pairbonds are apparently reinforced by displays such
as mutual neck-stretches,by copulation, and by
aggressiontoward rival males and pairs. Paired
males foster extra-pair liaisons with other paired
females, but forcedcopulations are rare and pairs
typically remain together for renesting attempts
(Hochbaum 1944; Anderson 1984, 1985a,
1985b).
METHODS
I studied Canvasbacksat two stopover areasduring spring migration in different years (see also
Lovvom 1989). In 1983 on Navigation Pool 8
of the Mississippi River near La Crosse, Wisconsin, I recorded Canvasback behavior during
the peak of migration, 23 March-5 April. In 1984
at Long Point Bay, Lake Erie, I documented be-

havior throughout the time Canvasbacks were
present, 11 March-l 2 April.
Sex ratios were tallied through a spotting scope
in areas near and including sites where Canvasback behavior was studied. Aerial counts by the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (La Crosse) and
the Canadian Wildlife Service (Long Point) provided data on local numbers of Canvasbacks.
Each day I stratified daylight hours into three
equal periods, and randomly chose 2-3 hr from
each period for observations. During a 1-hr sampling interval, I randomly selected four males
and four females in alternate sequenceand observed each continuously for 5 min through a
15-60 x spotting scope.Subjectswere chosenby
swinging the spotting scope across the range of
visible birds, and then selecting the individual
closest to the center of the field of view of the
scopewherever it came to rest. Canvasbacks almost always dived and surfaced without significant lateral movement, so unmarked individuals could be followed continuously during
feeding bouts (seealso Alexander and Hair 1979,
Anderson 1984). I recorded the activity of the
focal individual at 20-set intervals, and continuously monitored all aggressiveinteractions and
dive and pause times for that bird.
I used the behavioral terminology of Palmer
(1976, p. 150) and Alexander (1980a, 1980b),
except that I consider the display termed headpump by Alexander to be a neck-stretch. I believe neck-stretchesare appeasementdisplaysthat
mitigate aggressionamong courting birds or mates
(McKinney 196 1) as well as among noncourting
individuals. I included bill-jabs in the category
of threats becauseof apparent similarity of function and low frequency of bill-jabs. I did not
analyze data on displacement-by-presence
(Alexander 1980a) because I probably did not
detect all such interactions. Wins in aggressive
encounterswere defined by which bird supplanted the other, and the percentagesof wins were
calculatedaspercentagesof interactionswith clear
winners. Threats, chases,and fights occurring in
disputes over feeding sites were categorized as
foraging aggression; whereas courtship aggression included threats and chases among Canvasbacks that were actively courting as evidenced by courtship displays.
Canvasbackswere classifiedas “paired” based
on a combination of spatial proximity, coordination of activities, mutual neck-stretches, inciting by the female, and selective threats and
chases.If at the end of a 5-min sampling period
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FIGURE 2. Percentage
of Canvasbacks
that werefemale (stippledbars) and percentageof femalesthat
werepaired(openbars)in 1984, at Long Point Bay,
Ontario.Numbersof birds sexedduringthe five successiveperiodswere 1,556, 789, 454, 955, and 360.
Numbers of 5-min, focal-individualsamplesof femalesusedto determinepair-statuspercentages
are
notatedabovebars.Daysoverwhichobservations
were
combinedare bracketedat the bottom.First thaw exposingmanynew holesin the ice occurredat point A,
generalbreakupof ice wasat point B.

FIGURE 1. Numbersof Canvasbacks
in 1984at Long
Point Bay,Ontario,and the MississippiRiver nearLa
Crosse,
Wisconsin(connected
points);andaveraged
for
Long Point (1972, 1975, 1979, 1984) and La Crosse
(1979-l 984) (smoothcurves).
areas, stopover at La Crosse occurs later in migration.
Sex ratios and predominance of paired birds
I was unsure of an individual’s pair status,I con- changedmarkedly throughout the stagingperiod
tinued to watch the bird until an accurate deter- at a single location (Fig. 2). Apparent departure
mination was possible. Random selection of foof many paired females from Long Point during
cal individuals was necessary to quantify the 26-29 March (Fig. 2) coincided with the opening
percentageof Canvasbacksthat were paired, but
of many new holes in the ice. Overall at Long
resulted in unequal samples of paired and unPoint in 1984, the population was 28% female
paired birds.
(average of five periods in Fig. 2) and 17% of
Data were tested for normality and homoge- 404 females observed as focal individuals were
neity of variance, and rank-transformed when paired. At La Crossein 1983, females comprised
necessary.Percentagetests(Sokaland Rohlf 1969, 25% of the population (n = 14,430 over a 14p. 607) and z-tests (Student 1907) were used to day period) and 27% of 188 focal-individual fetest differences in percentagesand frequencies. males were paired.
For time-activity data, characteristically high
NONCOURTSHIP ACTIVITY AND
variances gave multifactor analyses unaccepta- AGGRESSION
bly low power for detecting differences. Consequently, I used combinations of univariate tests. In general, Canvasbacks spent more time swimming and in foraging aggression(Table 1) and
exhibited higher rates and intensities of aggresRESULTS
sion (Table 2) at La Crossein 1983 than at Long
CHRONOLOGIESOF MIGRATION, SEX RATIOS, Point in 1984. At La Crosse,the Canvasbackdiet
AND PAIR STATUS
included 48% (by volume) Sagittaria rigida tuStaging chronologies of Canvasbacks at Long bers, 20% winter buds of Vallisneria americana,
Point and La Crosse in 1984 resembled long- and 25% Hexagenia spp. nymphs (J. A. Barzen
term averages(Fig. 1); data were insufficient to and C. E. Korschgen, unpubl.); whereas at Long
construct plots for 1983. First arrival and peak Point, Canvasbacks fed only on winter buds of
V. americana (Lovvom 1987). Sagittaria rigida
numbers generally occur earlier at Long Point
than at La Crosse;and for Canvasbacks migrat- tubers were much larger, less continuously dising from the East Coast toward prairie nesting tributed, and occurred deeper in the substrate
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than winter buds of V. americana (Lovvorn
1989). At La Crosse, there was widespread defense of feeding sites and increased swimming
by Canvasbacks, especially unpaired males, apparently in searchof foraging opportunities (Table 1; note that swimming during courtship is
included in courtship time). At both sites, time
spent feeding was greaterin paired than unpaired
males, but did not differ significantly between
paired and unpaired females.
There were no significant main effects or interactions among sex or pair statusin dives/minute, dive durations, pause durations, or ratios of
dive and pausedurations at the same area. However, all these parameters were greater (with no
interactions) at La Crosse in 1983 than at Long
Point in 1984 (Bonferroni multiple comparisons
of rank-transformed data, P < 0.001 except for
dives/minute, X = 3.4 vs. 1.5, P = 0.23). I detectedno meaningful patterns in times spentresting, sleeping, alert, or in comfort movements
among sex, pair status, or location (Table 1).
Of the 97% (583/604) of all aggressive encountershaving clear winners, 98% were won by
individuals initiating them; so the percentageof
wins in Table 2 is essentially equivalent to relative aggressiveness.
Paired femalesinitiated and
won 100% of their encounters with males (there
was no aggressionbetween mates), and 89-100%
of those with females (Table 2). Unpaired femaleswon only 40-66% ofencounterswith males,
and O-50% of those with females. Paired males
won 67-100% of their interactions with males,
but none of their encounterswith females. Paired
males were also threatened and chased more
commonly than paired females, but less often
than unpaired males. In terms of aggressioninitiated [(encounters/5 min) x (% wins)], paired
females threatened other females more frequently than did paired males (z-test, P = 0.02). There
were no other significant differences between
paired males and females in initiation of noncourtship aggression.
COURTSHIP
The fraction of the diurnal period spent in courtship by unpaired Canvasbacks was higher in
males than in females at Long Point, but was
similar for both sexes at La Crosse (Table 1).
Average duration of the courtshipperiod (in days)
may differ between sexes,so that comparison of
total time devoted to courtship by males vs. females is not possible with these data. Neverthe-
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less, it was clear that courtship is time-consuming and energetically costly for females as well
as males.
Frequenciesof courtship displays (head throw,
kink-neck call, sneak) generally were greater in
paired males and lower in unpaired males at La
Crosse than at Long Point (Table 3). Neckstretchesby paired males and females,and threats
by paired females, were more frequent at Long
Point, concurrently with greatercourtship activity among unpaired males (Tables 1 and 3). Unlike paired females, paired males almost never
threatened or chasedother males in a courtship
context. Inciting displays by paired females occurred at rates of 0.51 and 0.18 per 5 min at
Long Point and La Crosse,respectively.Only one
copulation was observedat Long Point, and none
at La Crosse.
CHRONOLOGY OF SEXUAL ROLES IN
CHASES

To examine chronologicalchangesin the relative
roles of paired males and females in chasingconspecifics,I compared my data with those of Anderson(1985a, p. 8 l-82). Anderson studied Canvasbackson small breeding ponds with few birds
present,and expressedchasefrequenciesas chasesper number of Canvasbacksavailable to chase.
This approach was inappropriate for my study
sites,where large areas and numbers of Canvasbacks made it difficult to quantify how many
birds were “available” to chase. Consequently,
I used ratios of the numbers of chasesperformed
by paired males and females (“chaser ratios”) for
comparisons. I combined my data for chasesin
both courtship and foraging contextsto conform
to Anderson’s presentation.
Paired females did more chasing than paired
males during migration, especially at Long Point
(Table 4). However, chaserfrequenciesof paired
males far exceededthose of paired females from
arrival at the nesting area through incubation
(end of April through early June). The higher
chaserratio at La Crossethan at Long Point was
primarily owing to increased male chasesin foraging contexts (compare Tables 2 and 3).
DISCUSSION
I studied Canvasback behavior at different sites
in different years, so that effectsof location and
year could not be distinguished. However, concerning time-activity budgetsand aggressionaccording to sex and pair status, trends discussed
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TABLE 3. Frequenciesof courtshipand pair behaviors(behaviors/5min) of migratingCanvasbacks
in 1984
at LongPoint Bay, Ontario,and in 1983at the MississippiRiver near La Crosse,Wisconsin.
Long Point

La crosse

Male
Behavior

na
Head throw
Neck-stretch
Kink-neck call
Sneak
Threat to male
Chaseof male
a Number

Unpaired

393
0.27
0.26
0.71
0.28
0.01
0.01

Male

Female
Paired

29
O.lOb
0.72b
0.34b
0.21

Ullpired

337

Paired

67

0.6@

1.87k

0.52
0.12

1.82&
0.06

Unpaired

281
0.24
0.22
0.42d
0.19d
0.02
0.02

FellG3le
Paired

24
0.62d
0.42
0.54
0.38
0.04
0

Ullpaired

137

Paired

51

0.63c

0.76d

0.64
0.04*

1.02&d
O.l@

samples.

of Smin, focal-individual
from unpaired, r-test, experiment-wise o( < 0.05.
from male of same pair status at same location, test as in @).
* Different from same sex and
Point, test as in (b).

bDifferent
/ Different

pairstatus
atLong

reported that females did not pair with males
that were initially most dominant, and that the
dominance rankings of paired males were readAGGRESSION
justed to the original rankings of their mates.
I could not construct dominance matrices relat- Paired Common Shelduckswere, however, doming paired and unpaired Canvasbacks of either inant to unpaired individuals. In field studies of
sex, because when concentrating on focal indiCommon Eiders, Somateria mollissima (Ashviduals in flocks I often could not identify the croft 1976), and Tundra Swans, Cygnus columpair status of their opponents with certainty. It bianus (Scott 1980), in winter, females were less
is also not possible to identify ages of Canvas- successfulin aggressiveencounters, were threatbacks at a distance, and age can influence the ened more frequently, and spentlesstime feeding
outcome of aggression between males and fe- when separatedfrom their mates than when close
males.On wintering areasin South Carolina, adult to them. These findings suggestthat in these
female Canvasbackswon 36% of encounterswith speciespairing leads to dominance rather than
juvenile males, but only 1% of encounters with the reverse. In captive American Black Ducks,
adult males (Alexander 1987). Of Canvasbacks Anas rubripes,dominant individuals were more
I collected at Long Point in spring 1984, eight of likely than subordinatesto form pair-bonds, and
34 males and two of 16 females were juveniles, the prepairing dominance ranks of mates were
and most juveniles were collected in the last 5 positively related (Hepp 1989). The primary
days of the staging period when no pairs were benefit of dominance in American Black Ducks
observedin the area. At La Crossein spring 1984,
none of 22 males and three of 23 females collected near the peak of migration were juveniles
TABLE 4. Ratiosof numbersof chases
performedby
(J. A. Barzen, unpubl.). Consequently, most of paired Canvasbacks
(male/female)during springmithe aggressionI documented probably occurred gration(this study)and on breedingareasnear Minamong adults.
nedosa,Manitoba (Anderson1985a).For laying and
Paired Canvasbackstended to spendmore time incubation,firstand renestingattemptsarecombined.
in aggressionand initiated and won more agChaser ratio
PWiGd
gressiveencounters than unpaired Canvasbacks
(Tables 1 and 2). Similar trends have been deMigration
scribed in other ducks (Ashcroft 1976, Patterson
LongPoint
::;
La Crosse
1982, Paulus 1983, Hepp and Hair 1984). However, documenting this relationship does not inBreeding
dicate whether pairing enables dominance or
11.0
Postarrival
21.5
Prelaying
rather that dominant individuals tend to pair
17.8
Laying
(Patterson 1982). Among captive Common
24.7
Incubation
Shelducks, Tadorna tadorna, Patterson (1982)
below were consistent for both data setsregardless of any site or year differences.
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appeared to be priority in pair-bonding rather
than improvement of winter body condition.
Moreover, in the reproductive seasonit cannot
be assumed that enhanced foraging efficiency
(food intake per unit effort) automatically results
from, or, in fact, motivates aggressionby paired
birds. Both male and female may benefit from
chasingbehavior for reasonsother than foraging,
such as protecting the male’s paternity, the female’s choice of mate, or any compatibility or
synchronization developed by the pair up to that
point. It is also insufficient to show that paired
birds feed more, because greater feeding effort
could result from the behavioral or hormonal
stimulus of being paired (Akesson and Raveling
198 1). Functionally relating the aggressiveness
of paired birds to their feeding efficiencyin spring
will require foraging data on individuals when
(1) their endocrine levels are manipulated to
mimic those of birds of different pair status
(Bluhm et al. 1984, Moore 1984), (2) their pair
status or proximity to mates changes, and (3)
food abundance and dispersionare suchthat any
effects of pair aggressivenesson foraging efficiency are expressed.
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sume a primary role in defending their mates
from foraging aggression or the courtship advances of other males, and did not thereby increasethe females’ foraging time (Table 1, Lovvorn 1989). This situation is in marked contrast
to patterns reported for Common Eiders, Gadwalls (A. strepera), and American Wigeons (A.
americana) on wintering areas (Ashcroft 1976,
Paulus 1983, Wishart 1983); for Gadwalls, Bluewinged Teals (A. &mm), and American Wigeons on breeding areas (Dwyer 1974, Stewart
and Titman 1980, Wishart 1983); and for Canvasbacks after arrival at nesting sites (Table 4;
Anderson 1985a, 1985b). However, Weller (1967)
noted that in Redheads females “were responsible for most pair-defense” in late winter and
during migration. Furthermore, Anderson (1984)
found that pair-bond-reinforcement behaviors
of maintaining proximity, coordinating activities, and initiating mutual displays were greater
in paired female Canvasbacks than in paired
males from migration through the prelaying period, and that only during laying did males take
the lead in pair-bond maintenance. Possible alternative explanations for trends in relative aggressivenessof male and female CanvasbacksinCOURTSHIP
clude: (1) newly paired females continue to test
rival males as potential mates; and (2) female
Courtship-related threats, chases, and neckstretcheswere much more frequent in paired than aggression toward rival males strengthens the
pair-bond, signals the female’s commitment to
in unpaired female Canvasbacks (Table 3). This
trend might result from unpaired males directing her mate, and thereby protects her extensive incourtship differentially toward desirable females vestment in the mate-selection process.
Evaluation of thesealternatives is complicated
that are already paired. When concentrating on
focal individuals in flocks, I was unable to de- becausethreats and chasesappear to be used by
termine consistently the pair status of females female Canvasbacksboth to test potential mates
during courtship (and perhaps to elicit such
courted by focal-individual males (other than
their own mates); so I cannot evaluate this pos- courtship), as well as to repel strangemales later
sibility. Among wild Mallards (A. plutyrhyn- in the breeding sequence(Anderson 1985a). Relative to alternative 1 above, it seemsthat mate
chos),unpaired males in fact displayed more freswitchesmust occur or elsemales would not conquently to unpaired females (Bossema and
Roemers 1985). The difference in behavior of tinue to court paired females.Courtship ofpaired
females by males other than their mates continfemale Canvasbacks after pairing might also result from pair-bond-related behavior discussed ues into the nesting period, during which mate
switchesoccur in about 17% of pairs (Anderson
below.
1985b). No data exist on the stability ofnew pairRELATIVE BEHAVIOR OF PAIRED
bonds in wild, marked Canvasbacks during miMALES AND FEMALES
gration. However, Anderson (1984) documented
In early spring, paired female Canvasbacks ex- greaterpair-bond reinforcement by females than
ceededpaired males both in foraging aggression by malesduring early stagesof pairing (seeabove),
and in sexual neck-stretchesand chases,with the which provides independent evidence for altertrend in all chasesreversing just before or upon native 1 vs. 2 based on different behavioral criarrival at nesting sites(Tables l-4). Thus in early teria than were used in my study. Anderson’s
stagesof pairing, male Canvasbacks did not as- results support the interpretation that female
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threats and chases (Tables 2-4) involve more
than continued assessmentof rival males (alternative I), and are in fact intended to reinforce
her existing pair-bond (alternative 2).
Alternative 2 is of interest regarding the influence of relative pair-bond benefits on “control”
of the pairing processby either males or females
(see Afton and Sayler 1982, Anderson 1984,
McKinney 1986, Thomhill 1986). In Canvasbacks, annual survivorship among adults is 75%
in males and 56% in females (Nichols and Haramis 1980), and among juveniles is 36% in males
and 30% in females (Office of Migratory Bird
Management, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, unpubl.). The skewed sex ratio (>70% male, Bellrose 1980) dictates that three-fourths of Canvasbackmales cannot pair in a given year. Hence,
heritable traits that influence whether a female’s
male offspringwill ever obtain mates, or the age
at which they first obtain mates, would seem
extremely important to her fitness (Cook and
Siegel 1974, Boag 1982). Superabundance of
males relative to females is expected to increase
the influence of male-quality variations in mate
choice by females (Burley 1977; Thomhill 1980;
Petrie 1983a, 1983b). The fitness value of male
traits suchas body condition, aggressiveness,
and
skill in courtship (e.g., Lambrechts and Dhondt
1986, Lamprecht 1986) would be extremely difficult to establish in wild Canvasback populations. However, the importance of male quality
in Canvasbacksis suggestedby the extensivetime
and effort a female expends in mate selection
(Tables 1 and 3) in which the relative quality of
the mate shechoosesrepresentsthe net gain from
her investment. The fact that a paired male continues to court other femalescould result in greater pair-bond reinforcement by his new mate, and
perhapsconfirmation of her commitment to the
pair-bond through vigorous rejection of rival
males (Erickson and Zenone 1976, Anderson
1984).
Established theory holds that mate selection
will be controlled by the sex with greater reproductive investment, lower numbers, or both
(Emlen and Oring 1977, Wittenberger and Tilson
1980, Thomhill 1986). In keeping with these
principles, female Canvasbacksclearly retain the
primary role in mate selection (Bluhm 1985).
However, superimposed on broad between-sex
differences,there appear to be variations in male
quality that oblige females to invest heavily in
mate-selection processes,and that may result in

female defense of chosen males until new pairbonds are firmly established(Table 4; seeBurley
1977, Bossema and Kruijt 1982). Such mechanisms may explain the female aggressionnow
well documented in Canvasbacks (Anderson
1984, Bluhm 1985, this study) that seems inconsistent with theories not considering the importance of male-quality variations to females.
If male quality does affect pair-bond reinforcement by newly paired females, such behavior
would not depend on between-sex differencesin
cumulative reproductive effort (see Anderson
1984) but rather on the probability of early mate
desertion based on alternatives available to different individuals (Boucher 1977). Further study
of other taxa throughout the breeding sequence
might provide more evidence of mate defense
when suitable mates superficially do not appear
to be scarce(e.g., Thomhill 1980; Petrie 1983a,
1983b).
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